Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Motivations {#Sec2}
-----------

The present work is an attempt to give an appropriate definition of tropical convergence for families of abstract algebraic curves, with a view towards the constructive and enumerative aspects of tropical geometry. In particular, one of the goals of this paper is to provide an alternative proof of Mikhalkin's approximation Theorem \[[@CR18], Theorem 1\] on the realisability of phase-tropical curves in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The link between algebraic and tropical geometry is given by the notion of amoeba introduced in \[[@CR10]\]. Recall that the amoeba of an algebraic subvariety $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \begin{array}{rcl} \mathcal {A}\;\; : \;\; (\mathbb {C}^\star )^m &{} \rightarrow &{} \mathbb {R}^m \\ (z_1,\dots ,z_m) &{} \mapsto &{} \big ( \log \vert z_1 \vert , \dots , \log \vert z_m \vert \big ) \end{array}. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Classically, a family of algebraic curves $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\left\{ \mathcal {C}_t \right\} _{t>1} \subset (\mathbb {C}^\star )^m$$\end{document}$ is said to converge to a tropical curve $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \lim _{t\rightarrow \infty } \; \frac{1}{\log (t)} \cdot \mathcal {A}(\mathcal {C}_t) = C \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$with respect to the Hausdorff distance on compact sets.

In this paper, we aim to understand the relations between the moduli of a family of algebraic curves converging in the sense of ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) and the limiting tropical curve. Conversely, we want to understand how to prescribe the moduli of a family of algebraic curves so that the latter family converges in the sense of ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}).

To that purpose, it will be convenient to leave the algebraic setting and consider the more general theory of harmonic amoebas introduced in \[[@CR12]\]. We will investigate the above problems for a wider class of object that we here call harmonic tropical curves. Eventually, we will come back to the algebraic setting and reprove Mikhalkin's approximation Theorem.

Main results {#Sec3}
------------

### Harmonic amoebas and harmonic tropical curves {#Sec4}
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                \begin{document}$$d \log z_j $$\end{document}$ are special instances of imaginary normalised differentials (i.n.d. for short), namely meromorphic differentials with at worst simple poles at the punctures of *S* and with purely imaginary periods, see \[[@CR12]\]. It follows from Riemann's bilinear relations that such a differential is determined by the vector of its residues at the *n* punctures of *S*. Therefore, a collection of *m* residue vectors encoded in a real $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\int \omega _{R,j}$$\end{document}$, see Sect. [2.2](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"} for more details.

In this text, we adapt the above generalisation of amoebas to the case of tropical curves. Following \[[@CR17]\], tropical curves are graphs with univalent vertices removed and equipped with a complete inner metric (unbounded edges are referred to as leaves). A tropical morphism $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Similarly to i.n.d. on algebraic curves, exact 1-forms on a tropical curve *C* are in correspondence with residue vectors at the *n* leaves of *C*, see Proposition [2.27](#FPar37){ref-type="sec"}. Thus, any $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pi _R (C) \subset \mathbb {R}^m$$\end{document}$ a harmonic tropical curve. Observe that the vector of currents induced by *R* on an edge $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Tropical convergence and approximation {#Sec5}

To understand the relation between tropical curves and the moduli of families of algebraic curves, we will describe the latter moduli using Fenchel--Nielsen coordinates, see Sect. [2.3](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"} for more details. In this text, we denote $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conversely, if *G* is the graph dual to the above decomposition of *S* (where pairs of pants and punctures correspond respectively to trivalent and univalent vertices of *G*), we can construct any Riemann surface in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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#### Definition 1.1 {#FPar1}

(*Abstract tropical convergence*) Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In the above definition, the family $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The theorem below establishes the connection between the abstract convergence given in Definition [1.1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} and the notion of convergence given in ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), in the more general context of harmonic amoebas and harmonic tropical curves.

#### Theorem 1 {#FPar2}

Let *C* be a simple tropical curve of genus *g* with *n* leaves and let *R* be an $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The notion of convergence of Definition [3.11](#FPar64){ref-type="sec"} implies in particular that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theorem [1](#FPar2){ref-type="sec"} will arise as a consequence of Theorem [3](#FPar46){ref-type="sec"} describing the limit of imaginary normalised differentials on families of algebraic curves converging in the sense of Definition [1.1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"}, see Sect. [3.1](#Sec18){ref-type="sec"}.

### Phase-tropical convergence and Mikhalkin's approximation Theorem {#Sec6}

Phase-tropical curves play a central role in the computation of planar Gromov--Witten invariants, see \[[@CR17]\]. They are complexified version of tropical curves and arise as Hausdorff limits of families of curves in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Simple phase-tropical curves can be considered abstractly. An abstract simple phase-tropical curve *V* can be constructed by gluing (phase-tropical) pairs of pants together and comes with a map $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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#### Definition 1.2 {#FPar3}
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The above notion of convergence leads to a refined version of Theorem [3](#FPar46){ref-type="sec"}. For any $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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#### Theorem 2 {#FPar4}
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The above theorem will be stated more precisely as Theorem  [4](#FPar50){ref-type="sec"} in Sect. [3.2](#Sec19){ref-type="sec"}. Now, for an abstract phase-tropical curve *V* with underlying tropical curve *C*, any phase-topical morphism $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$2\pi i\mathbb {Z}$$\end{document}$. This will follow from Theorem [4](#FPar50){ref-type="sec"}, leading to a new proof of Mikhalkin's approximation Theorem, stated as Theorem [5](#FPar77){ref-type="sec"} in Sect. [4.2](#Sec24){ref-type="sec"}.

Techniques and perspectives {#Sec7}
---------------------------

The main ingredient behind Theorems [3](#FPar46){ref-type="sec"} and [4](#FPar50){ref-type="sec"} is a rather elementary study of the behaviour of meromorphic differentials on families of annuli and pairs of pants respectively, see Sects. [2.4](#Sec12){ref-type="sec"} and [3.2](#Sec19){ref-type="sec"}. The latter study provides us with a good understanding of the behaviour of i.n.d. on families of Riemann surfaces. In particular, we could design the Definitions [1.1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} and [1.2](#FPar3){ref-type="sec"} of tropical and phase-tropical convergence for which the desired approximations theorems hold, namely Theorems [1](#FPar2){ref-type="sec"} and [5](#FPar77){ref-type="sec"}.

In this paper, we restrict our attention to simple (phase-) tropical curves, mostly for the sake of clarity and concision. It is of primary interest to extend the present results to general tropical curves. The most interesting application is probably related to compactifications of the moduli spaces $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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From this perspective, Theorems [1](#FPar2){ref-type="sec"} and [5](#FPar77){ref-type="sec"} justify the relevance of Definitions [1.1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} and [1.2](#FPar3){ref-type="sec"}. Yet an other justification is given in Remark  [3.7](#FPar59){ref-type="sec"} were we describe the relation between the Jacobians of a family of algebraic curves converging tropically and the Jacobian of the tropical limit, as defined in \[[@CR19]\]. The latter observation suggests a compactification of the Torelli map by its tropical analogue, as constructed in \[[@CR4]\].

To conclude, let us mention that similar compactifications of moduli spaces have been investigated in \[[@CR23]\] and \[[@CR22]\]. However, the present approach is quite different, as explained in Remark  [3.12](#FPar65){ref-type="sec"}.

Prerequisites {#Sec8}
=============

A twisted Hodge bundle {#Sec9}
----------------------

In order to study the convergence of imaginary normalised differential over families of Riemann surfaces, we will need an appropriate ambient space.
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                \begin{document}$$\Lambda _{g,n}$$\end{document}$ over *S* is the vector space of meromorphic differentials whose pullback to the normalisation of *S* have at most simple poles at the preimages of the nodes and such that the residues at the two preimages of any node of *S* are opposite to each other.

### Definition 2.1 {#FPar5}
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Compared to meromorphic differentials, generalised meromorphic differential on *S* are allowed to have simple poles at the punctures of *S*.

Let us now introduce coordinates on the fiber of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We can also consider similar coordinates along families of algebraic curves. For any continuous family $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Imaginary normalised differentials and harmonic amoebas {#Sec10}
-------------------------------------------------------

In this section, we briefly review the material of \[[@CR12]\] that is of interest to us. Unless specified otherwise, the proofs of the statements to follow can be found there.
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### Definition 2.4 {#FPar9}
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### Remark 2.5 {#FPar10}
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The next proposition illustrate the fact that the main properties of amoebas survive in the context of harmonic amoebas, see \[[@CR12], Proposition 2.7\].

### Proposition 2.6 {#FPar11}
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It is also shown in \[[@CR12]\] that harmonic amoebas possess a logarithmic Gauss map, a Ronkin function and extend many classical properties of amoebas. In particular, we can carry the definition of spine of planar amoebas as introduced in \[[@CR24]\] to the case of harmonic amoebas. The latter construction suggests to consider a more general class of affine tropical curve with non rational slopes that we introduce in Sect. [3.3](#Sec20){ref-type="sec"} under the name of harmonic tropical curves.
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The next statement follows from Remark 3.2 and Theorem 2.6 in \[[@CR9]\].

### Theorem 2.8 {#FPar13}
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Hyperbolic surfaces {#Sec11}
-------------------

In this section, we recall some basic facts about geometry of hyperbolic surfaces. We refer to \[[@CR5]\] and \[[@CR11]\] for more details.

### Definition 2.9 {#FPar14}
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### Theorem 2.10 {#FPar15}
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We can define generalised hyperbolic right-angled hexagon by letting any of the parameters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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From now on, by a boundary component of a pair of pants *Y* we mean a boundary geodesic as well as a puncture of *Y*. The theorem below is a combination of Proposition 3.1.5, Theorem 3.1.7 and Lemma 4.4.1 in \[[@CR5]\].
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### Theorem 2.13 {#FPar18}
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### Proof {#FPar19}
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To conclude this section, we recall some classical facts around the collar Theorem, see \[[@CR5], Ch.4\] for more details.

### Definition 2.14 {#FPar20}
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According to \[[@CR5], Eq. (3.3.6)\], the half-collar $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Lemma 2.15 {#FPar21}
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### Proposition 2.16 {#FPar23}

(Proposition 4.4.4 in \[[@CR5]\]) Let *Y* be a pair of pants. The half-collars and cusps of *Y* are pairwise disjoint.

Conformal invariants on holomorphic annuli {#Sec12}
------------------------------------------

Unlike holomorphic discs, holomorphic annuli have a non trivial modulus. For example, the annuli $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In the sequel, we will need to compare the above conformal models with the collar model $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Proposition 2.21 {#FPar30}
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Tropical curves {#Sec13}
---------------

In this section, we give a brief account on (phase-) tropical curves and tropical 1-forms on them.

### Tropical curves and morphisms {#Sec14}

#### Definition 2.22 {#FPar32}

A tropical curve *C* is a graph with all univalent vertices removed and equipped with a complete inner metric. Two tropical curves are isomorphic if they are isometric to each other. A tropical curve is simple if its underlying graph is a cubic graph (see Definition [2.12](#FPar17){ref-type="sec"}).

We carry the notation *V*(*C*), *L*(*C*), *E*(*C*) and *LE*(*C*) from Definition [2.12](#FPar17){ref-type="sec"}. We recall that in the present terminology, edges have finite length while leaves have infinite length. For any vertex $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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#### Definition 2.24 {#FPar34}
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### Tropical 1-forms {#Sec15}

#### Definition 2.25 {#FPar35}
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#### Definition 2.26 {#FPar36}
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#### Definition 2.28 {#FPar39}

A collection of residues of dimension *m* on a simple tropical curve *C* with *n* leaves is real $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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#### Remark 2.29 {#FPar40}

Exact 1-forms are exactly those forms obtained as gradient of particular functions on tropical curves. These functions are the harmonic tropical morphisms that we will introduce in Sect.  [3.3](#Sec20){ref-type="sec"}.

### Phase-tropical curves {#Sec16}

Phase-tropical curves first appeared in \[[@CR17]\] under the name of complex tropical curves. In the latter reference, Mikhalkin considered the diffeomorphism$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For the purpose of this paper, we will introduce abstract phase-tropical curves. Such objects have already been considered in the unpublished work \[[@CR15]\] and we will see below that there are at least two different ways to think about them. The work \[[@CR15]\] gives yet an other point of view.
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#### Definition 2.30 {#FPar41}
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#### Remark 2.31 {#FPar42}

For a family of algebraic curves $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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#### Proposition 2.33 {#FPar44}
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Approximation of harmonic tropical curves {#Sec17}
=========================================

Convergence of imaginary normalised differentials {#Sec18}
-------------------------------------------------

The purpose of this section is to study the limit of i.n.d. on families of algebraic curves that converge in the sense of Definition [1.1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"}. In general, it is complicated to determine the limits of linear systems on families of algebraic curves, as addressed for instance in \[[@CR9], Sect. 5\] and references therein.
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### Proof of Theorem 3 {#FPar49}
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Convergence of periods {#Sec19}
----------------------

The refined notion of phase-tropical convergence allows to obtain a finer result than Theorem [3](#FPar46){ref-type="sec"}.

### Theorem 4 {#FPar50}
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### Proof {#FPar52}
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### Lemma 3.4 {#FPar53}
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In the course of the proof of Theorem [4](#FPar50){ref-type="sec"} and later on in the text, we will need the following elementary observation.

### Remark 3.5 {#FPar55}
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### Proof of Theorem 4 {#FPar56}
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### Remark 3.7 {#FPar59}
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Harmonic tropical morphisms {#Sec20}
---------------------------
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### Definition 3.8 {#FPar60}
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Similarly to the case of harmonic amoebas, every harmonic tropical morphism can be described by integration of 1-forms, as stated below.

### Proposition 3.9 {#FPar61}

Let *C* be a simple tropical curve and *R* a collection of residues of dimension *m* on *C*. Then, the map $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Proof {#FPar62}
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Reciprocally, it is now clear that the map $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Remark 3.10 {#FPar63}

As for harmonic amoeba maps, the space of deformation of harmonic morphisms on a fixed tropical curve *C* in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Degeneration of harmonic amoebas {#Sec21}
--------------------------------

In order to prove Theorem [1](#FPar2){ref-type="sec"}, we need to make precise the notion of convergence we use. Recall the notations introduced in Sect. [2.5.1](#Sec14){ref-type="sec"}.

### Definition 3.11 {#FPar64}
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Note that the latter notion of convergence is stronger than the convergence of the image of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Remark 3.12 {#FPar65}

In \[[@CR23]\], Odaka studied the convergence of families of compact Riemann surfaces with respect to the Gromov-Hausdorff distance. When each surface in the family is equipped with its hyperbolic metric rescaled so that the diameter of the surface is 1, Odaka showed that the limit of such a family is either a Riemann surface or a tropical curve, see \[[@CR23], Theorem 2.4\]. Although the idea of exhibiting tropical curves as limits of families of Riemann surfaces is common to \[[@CR23]\] and the present work, the two approaches are different. Indeed, for a family of compact Riemann surfaces $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Proof of Theorem 1 {#FPar66}
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### Remark 3.13 {#FPar67}

Approximation of tropical curves by families of amoebas is treated for instance in \[[@CR17], [@CR18], [@CR21]\], or \[[@CR20]\]. Considering harmonic amoebas allows to extend the various approximation theorems given in the above references, as shown in Theorem [1](#FPar2){ref-type="sec"}. Not only we can approximate harmonic tropical curves whose edges may have irrational slopes, but we can also approximate honest tropical curves that can not be obtained as limit of families of amoebas of algebraic curves, see Examples [3.14](#FPar68){ref-type="sec"} and [3.15](#FPar69){ref-type="sec"}.

### Example 3.14 {#FPar68}
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### Example 3.15 {#FPar69}

It is a classical fact that the geometric genus of an algebraic curve of degree *d* in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Approximation of phase-tropical curves {#Sec22}
======================================

In this last section, we come back to the algebraic case. As illustrated by the above examples, algebraicity impose severe restrictions on the realisability (or "approximability") of tropical curves, whereas any harmonic tropical curve in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbb {R}^m$$\end{document}$ arise as the Hausdorff limit of families of harmonic amoebas. Obstructions to realisability in the algebraic setting are discussed for instance in \[[@CR18]\] or \[[@CR20]\]. There is at least one natural condition under which tropical curves are realisable. This condition, called regularity, is the one we will use in the remaining of the text.

Phase-tropical morphisms {#Sec23}
------------------------
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### Definition 4.1 {#FPar70}
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                \begin{document}$$\pi _\phi : C \rightarrow \mathbb {R}^m$$\end{document}$ the induced tropical morphism.

### Remark 4.2 {#FPar71}

Phase-tropical curves originally appeared as immersed objects in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(\mathbb {C}^{\star })^{2}$$\end{document}$, obtained by degeneration of families of algebraic curves, see Sect. 6.2 in \[[@CR17]\]. Their abstract counterpart and associated morphisms were considered later in \[[@CR15]\].

### Proposition 4.3 {#FPar72}
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### Proof {#FPar73}
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Let us now recall the notions of regularity and superabundancy for tropical morphisms. We refer to \[[@CR17], Sect. 2.4--2.6\] for more details. Recall that any simple tropical curve can be presented as a couple $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Definition 4.4 {#FPar74}
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The space of deformation of tropical morphisms within a fixed combinatorial type is subject to a finite number of constraints. Therefore, its dimension is bounded from below by the "expected dimension". Here, we are interested in the space of tropical curves supporting a tropical morphism of a fixed combinatorial type rather than the space of deformation of the morphism. We refer to 2.4 in \[[@CR17], Sect. 2.4\] for a proof of the next statement.

### Proposition 4.5 {#FPar75}

Let *G* be a cubic graph of genus *g* with *n* leaves and *R* be a collection of residues of dimension *m* on *G*. For any length function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The constraints on the above space of tropical curves are given by the *g* cycles of *G*. Since the image of each of the *g* cycles has to close up in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Definition 4.6 {#FPar76}

Let *G* and *R* be as above. A tropical morphism $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Mikhalkin's approximation Theorem {#Sec24}
---------------------------------

In this last section, we state and prove Mikhalkin's Theorem in a framework close to the one of \[[@CR15]\]. The main difference is the way regularity steps in the proof. In \[[@CR15]\], regularity allows to find principal divisor on appropriate sequences of Riemann surfaces, giving the desired sequence of maps up to the Abel--Jacobi Theorem.

The approximation of phase-tropical morphisms requires more than the approximation of the underlying tropical morphism, guaranteed by Theorem [1](#FPar2){ref-type="sec"}. In the present framework, we need to construct sequences of harmonic amoeba maps that have well-defined harmonic conjugate and lift to actual holomorphic maps. Technically, we need harmonic amoeba maps coming from i.n.d. whose periods are integer multiples of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Recall the change of complex structure$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \begin{array}{rcl} H_t \, : \, (\mathbb {C}^\star )^m &{} \rightarrow &{} (\mathbb {C}^\star )^m \\ (z_1,\dots ,z_m) &{} \mapsto &{} \left( \vert z_1 \vert ^{\frac{1}{\log (t)}} \frac{z_1}{\vert z_1 \vert } ,\dots , \vert z_m \vert ^{\frac{1}{\log (t)}} \frac{z_m}{\vert z_m \vert } \right) \end{array}. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Then, we have the following formulation of Mikhalkin's approximation Theorem.

### Theorem 5 {#FPar77}
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### Remark 4.7 {#FPar78}

The requirement in Theorem [5](#FPar77){ref-type="sec"} that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We will proceed as in the proof of Theorem [1](#FPar2){ref-type="sec"}: we first show the convergence locally and then check that the pieces glue together in the expected way.
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### Lemma 4.9 {#FPar81}
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### Proof {#FPar82}
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### Proof of Theorem 5 {#FPar87}
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